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Pinfire Gun USA's 2mm RING GUN
v2.0- w/ 2 Cylinders, Screwdriver

$2,529.90

Pinfire Guns USA 2mm, 8-Shot RING
GUN
Version 2.0
Exclusive to Pinfire Guns USA, the most unique and elaborate item in our Spy Gun
series is a limited and numbered edition (ONLY 7 in the World) 8-shot pepperbox RING
GUN!
Which
includes,
of
course
your
size
8.5
or
size
12
numbered Ring, BOTH BLUED-STEEL AND POLISHED-STEEL 8-Shot matching numbered
cylinders, a sapphire embeded barrel screw, a plain barrel screw, and a custom/numbered
special screwdriver that has been created to be used for BOTH of the barrel screws that
are included with your Ring Gun package. Each is made entirely by hand by master
craftsman Rosen for us at Pinfire Guns USA. Each has a Gold-Filled Rope designed Band,
Gold-Plated Cylinder Base, and a Stainless Steel Pepperbox Cylinder (polished or blued).
No more than 20 of these Ring Guns will ever be made in this series - get yours before
they are gone! There are ONLY two Size 8.5, and four Size 12, but they can be easily
resized by almost ANY local jeweler.
Antique 3mm or 4mm pinfire ring guns have been featured and sold for several thousand
dollars and in hard to find places, such as high-end auctions and even on a pawn stars
episode. We are excited to have commissioned this updated version which fires the more
readily available 2mm pinfire blanks and live rounds(links below)!
•IMAGES/PICTURES: PLEASE REVIEW CAREFULLY! ALL of the pics are of the INSTOCK BASIC RING GUN MODELS in both cylinder types. This is ourNEWEST RING GUN
MODEL WITH SOME CUSTOMIZATION available . The Last 3 images are of our owner's
ring gun w/additional gold-work and diamonds. This a little more elaborate of a ring gun,
BUT it is almost EXACTLY WHAT YOU WILL RECEIVE IF ORDERING - YOU CAN ALSO Havemore elaborate silver, gold, emeralds, rubies, sapphires, diamonds - we will WORK WITH
YOU and give you a QUOTE to decide, OR if you want to provide your own gem stones, we
can add them to your Ring Gun.
Are you wanting to use part of a ring that is sentimental to you, as the band? NO Problem,
Take a look at our Version 1.0 Ring Guns, those can be merged with almost any existing
ring band.
•TO ORDER:
->in-stock/as-priced: IF PURCHASING-ADD TO THE COMMENTS (we will confirm w/you
pre-shipment if it isn't clear) Your cylinders will include BOTH - POLISHED STEEL
and BLUED STEEL.
->customized/design & quote request: IF YOU WANT TO CONSIDER A CUSTOMIZED
RING GUN, CONTACT US VIA OUR CONTACT FORM OR EMAIL to Info@PinFireGuns.com
AND WE WILL PROVIDE A QUOTE PRIOR TO ORDERING.
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